
Jana 11:47AM] 

Are you afraid to lose what you believe?  Don’t you think what you are protecting has already 
deceived? If your hope is not sure in the evidence of faith, get the right evidence so you can 
finish the race. You were chosen in Christ before the foundations of the world. Your cellular 
imprint remembers from the original voice you heard. It’s a sub cellular attraction from the 
smallest within the smallest particle creates a path from a decision you began. 

Each door has a kingdom and most of which are unknown yet the treasures of darkness are yet 
to behold. The imprint of origin was written in the book every day in existence created for good. 
Righteousness is as righteousness does. So as you should be you become holy as one. If you 
really knew of what you listened to, you would change your path and get righteousness its due. 
It grows brighter and brighter to the full light of day, the evidence of things unseen from the 
origin you were named. 

By a desire you will unlock these doors you will remove the bars of bronze, to the treasures of 
gold. 

 

 

[Tobias 11:53AM] 

[Paul: I think you are a gate of understanding.]  

Lines – are they chromosomes. 

My people, you have stepped over the line. You did time after time stepped over my line. [I’m 
breaking something down with my right arm]. 

The drafting has begun. In my time order will come. Order has been established in the heavens 
above. Order will come on the earth below. Sons will arise and daughters will fall. A new 
kingdom will be established – it is the order of all. The order that mankind has been looking for 
but the wisdom was not enough. 

It’s the order of the godly kingdom that has to come from out of God. [I’m breaking down 
something in front of me]. The breaker has to come and prepare the way. My kingdom comes 
with power, with wisdom it will stay. Wisdom will establish no rotten foundations any more. I am 
the God the Ruler of all. [Paul discerns thrones near Tobias] 

There is a smashing of old and ancient foundations so these thrones can be set up. 

 

 

 



[05/14/2016 Jana – throne has a message] 

What have you held back for righteousness sake? Have you thought tolerance was a way of 
escape? You’ve framed out apathy and distrust. If God is not good then whom do you trust? If 
your hope is not sure there is no way. A corporate agreement from a heart you discern and so 
you say [Paul: And you create a pathway]  

And it’s a path of injustice that no one trust. Faith is sure for life is abundance that you trust. But 
you all agree for righteousness sake against injustice given at the gate. But I will give strength to 
those who sit in justice to turn back the battle and avoid corruption. If you haven’t been here 
before its time to walk through and shut the doors. The kingdoms are set up that were put in 
place. Your perception has positioned you from an hour of disgrace. But its been given to you to 
know where you stand by the works of the Lord you will bring in salvation’s plan. 

[Christopher 4:41PM Interpretation of tongue] 

Be aware of the will of my father. Have grace to give understanding. Let my heart and my 
compassion come from above. I’ve set my hand to rule in this land.  

They have stepped over the boundary. They have tried to move my lines. My children need to 
plead and understand. I’m not called the Lord of Hosts for nothing. I will bring understanding to 
the slow of mind and swift of hand. Do not fear the pictures that are put in your mind that I give 
to you. I will bring a new awakening.  

[There is a picture of two separate pathways. One is a city (Paul thinks this is the city that 
everyone else is there – Babylon? ) the other way is a place we haven’t been. It’s a choice. All I 
hear is follow my plan] 

 


